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Leading in a digital 
world represents a 
complex and new set 
of skills that every 
CIO needs to arm 
themselves with.
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Leading in 
a Digital World 
Accelerating growth. 
Creating new connections. 
Driving greater agility. 
A powerful convergence of forces — mobile, social, cloud 
and information — is rapidly reshaping how business gets 
done now and in the future. Gartner believes CIOs and 
senior IT executives are at the center of this transformation, 
leading the creation of the digital enterprise. 

At Gartner Symposium/ITxpo 2014, attendees will discover 
how to seize new opportunities, forge strategic partnerships 
to drive change, and evolve to become indispensable 
leaders in the digital world.
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Gartner research

We’re known throughout the world for our proprietary research, analytics, 

disciplined methodologies and actionable advice. We’re valued for our 

ability to accelerate initiatives, manage costs, introduce best practices 

and increase confidence and credibility in IT leadership. Our expertise 

is a result of collaboration, transparency, objectivity and an ongoing 

commitment to the success of our clients. It’s also the foundation for 

one of the longest running IT events today. Symposium/ITxpo is what 

Gartner does best — an intensive three-day immersion in the IT research, 

information and objective guidance you need to make the right decisions 

for your organization.

Content created by and 
for IT professionals
Our exhaustive planning process ensures that Gartner 
Symposium/ITxpo content is timely, relevant and actionable 
— offering real-world insights and information designed to 
accelerate project timelines, gain widespread enterprise 
support and achieve high-impact business results. 

Key drivers for fueling an outstanding 
conference program:
•	Analyst-client	interactions

•	Attendee	evaluations

•	Pre-event	surveys	

•	Input	from	IT	decision-makers	who	serve	on	our	 
Advisory Board

Strategic depth, comprehensive coverage 
and an independent point of view —  
That’s the power of Gartner

13,000+  
client Organizations

935 analysts in 85 countries

319,000 client interactions

World’s largest community of CIOs

71% of Fortune 1000 

72% of Global 500

Gartner Symposium/ITxpo  
at a glance:
•	Three	days

•	500+	attendees	with	150+	CIOs

•	Over	90	analyst-led	sessions

•	Exclusive	CIO	Program	

•	Role-based	tracks

•	200+	organizations

•	30+	Gartner	analysts	on-site

•	25+	solution	providers

corporate statistics as of 16/12/13
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Hot topics, fresh formats and more ‘aha’ moments
Based on feedback from attendees, industry input and client engagements shared by the Gartner analyst team,  
this year’s program features:

5

Luminary Guest Keynote

 GUY KAWASAKI  
Guy Kawasaki is the New York Times and Wall 
Street Journal bestselling author of twelve books 
including APE: Author, Publisher, Entrepreneur 

and Enchantment: The Art of Changing Hearts, Minds, and 
Actions. He is a special advisor to the Motorola business unit 
of Google. He is also the co-founder of Alltop.com, an “online 
magazine rack” of popular topics on the web, and a founding 
partner at Garage Technology Ventures.

Meet Guy personally at his exclusive book signing!  
Details will be announced closer to the time.

NEW: Industry Content
•	Additional	content	focused	on	key	vertical	
industries	added	to	your	Symposium	
experience

•	Expanded	agenda	of	in-depth	workshops,	
roundtables	and	presentations	giving	
answers	to	the	key	challenges	across:

•	 Energy	and	Utilities

•	 Financial	Services

•	 Government

Hear IT first at Symposium/ITxpo

Signature Series
includes the following top sessions:

The Signature Series are high-demand sessions focused on 
both current and future technology topics and trends. The most 
striking insights that keep leaders at the forefront of strategy 
and technology will be delivered at these “must attend” sessions 
and will enable you to anticipate important shifts and adjust your 
strategy.

 	The	Cloud	Computing	Scenario:	End	of	the	
Beginning	Goes	From	Cloud	
to	Ground	and	Back 
David Cearley

 	The	Top	10	Strategic	Technology	Trends	for	2014 
David Cearley

 	The	Mobile	Scenario:	Innovation	Plus	Agility	
Equals	Opportunity 
David Willis

 	Top	10	Strategic	Predictions:	Gartner	
Predicts	a	Disruptive	and	
Constructive	Future	for	IT 
John Mahoney

 The	CIO	Agenda	for	2014 
Dave Aron 

For all the Signature Series 
sessions visit gartner.com/
me/symposium

Meet the advisory Board
Symposium/ITxpo	operates	with	the	advice	and	input	of	a	number	of	individuals	from	end-user	organizations,	
to	help	guide	the	content	and	direction	of	the	event	and	ensure	that	the	event	addresses	the	needs	of	the	
audience.	We	would	like	to	thank	the	following	individuals	for	their	ongoing	advice	and	support:

•	 his highness Dr. Bandar bin abdullah al-Mashari al-saud 
Director-General	—	Ministry	of	Interior,	National	Information	Center	(NIC)

•	 Mr. Mohamed akoum,	VP	CIT,	Abu	Dhabi	Company	for	Onshore	Oil	Operations	(ADCO)

•	 Mr. sabri ali Mohd Yehya a.s.a, Chief	Information	Officer,	 
M/s.	Emirates	Telecommunication	Corporation	(Etisalat)

•	 Dr. Yousif asfour,	Vice	President,	Strategic	Initiatives,	New	York	University	—	Abu	Dhabi	(	NYUAD)

•	 ajit naidu, Chief	Information	Officer	—	Enterprise	Technology	&	Services,	Mubadala

Gartner Analyst Opening Keynote:  
Leading in a Digital World
As digital forces reshape industry, business, government 
and society from top to bottom, CIOs must act quickly 
and decisively to convert technology disruption into 
business transformation, leading the organization to new 
high levels of growth and competitive advantage. In the 
much-anticipated Gartner analyst opening keynote, the 
team of analysts will lay the foundation for the conference 
content to follow and provide advice designed to help 
CIOs lead successfully in the digital world.

H.H. Sheikh Nahayan 
Mabarak Al Nahayan 

welcomes attendees in 2013
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at Gartner Symposium/ITxpo 2014
Every	year,	thousands	of	CIOs	incorporate	the	trends,	topics	and	
technologies	presented	within	the	exclusive	CIO	Program	at	Gartner	
Symposium/ITxpo into their strategic leadership plan. It’s an intensive 
immersion in CIO-focused research and peer-to-peer connections designed 
to advance the business, amplify enterprise strategy and determine the 
long-term direction of information technology throughout the organization. 

Join us this April for an exclusive CIO Program designed to:

•	Stimulate	entrepreneurial	thinking	and	creative	problem-solving	

•	Create	opportunities	for	CIOs	to	interact	and	problem-solve	with	their	peers	

•	Investigate	methodologies,	frameworks	and	approaches	for	professional	and	personal	growth	

•	Alert	CIOs	to	the	profound	technology	impacts	that	are	reshaping	the	enterprise	

•	Arm	CIOs	with	leadership	strategies	and	techniques	to	help	attract,	develop	and	sustain	talent	

•	Prepare	CIOs	to	defi	ne	and	direct	the	future	of	technology	in	the	enterprise

THE	

CIO 
PROGRAM*

*The	exclusive	CIO	Program	is	part	of	the	overall	Gartner	Symposium/ITxpo	program.	Attendees	must	qualify	and	meet	
the criteria in order to participate in the program; there is no extra cost associated with this program. CIO members of 
Gartner	Executive	Programs	enjoy	all	the	benefi	ts	of	the	exclusive	CIO	Program.	Please	contact	your	Gartner	executive	
client manager to register.

Exclusive CIO Program benefi ts:
CIO-exclusive roundtables and workshops — Attain real-world advice in an intimate and focused environment

CIO lounge — Network with CIOs and catch up with your offi ce in this dedicated space

You	will	be	prompted	to	apply	to	the	exclusive	CIO	Program	when	you	

register	for	Gartner	Symposium/ITxpo	2014.	Early	applications	are	

encouraged to help maximize your conference experience.

Apply now
gartner.com/me/symposium
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Exclusive CIO Program 
sessions* include:

Analyst-User Roundtables

IT Strategy — How to Fix Yours?

Break the Dangerous Cycle of IT 
Underinvestment and Start Investing in 
the	Right	Things

How Do You Measure Satisfaction With 
IT Services?

Workshops

One-Page	Strategy

The Art & Science of Creating IT Service 
Portfolios	With	Business-Centric	Value	
Statements

Governance Diagnostics for CIOs

Women’s CIO Forum
Mary	Mesaglio	(Gartner	Research	
VP	and	Conference	Chair)	will	share	
Gartner’s insights on the personal and 
professional attributes you need to be 
a world-class CIO in 2014 and beyond. 
This Forum will explore the critical 
competencies you’ll need to become a 
successful CIO. We will examine what it 
takes to succeed, explore your strengths 
and highlight where opportunities lie.

tracks anD sessiOns

CIO

To the Point Sessions

Talent on the Digital Frontier

Creating a Culture of Innovation

Track Sessions

The	Internet	of	Everything:	Business	
Models and Scenarios

From IT Strategy to Digital Business 
Strategy

Getting	to	Benefi	ts	Realization:	What	to	
Do and When to Do It

Running	IT	Like	a	Startup

The	Machiavellian	CIO	—	Extreme	
Politics

After a decade of limited innovation dominated by an internal focus on 
effi ciency, today’s new technologies, global competition and new business 
models are forcing CIOs to take an outside-in view of the digital world and their 
role in it. This track is designed to help attendees discover how external factors 
— markets, channels, new business models and geopolitical challenges — 
shape expectations of IT and how CIOs should respond to them.

•	How	will	CIOs	help	transform	their	enterprises	in	an	increasingly	digital	
world? How will technology enhance business capabilities, leading to greater 
competitive advantage?

•	How	will	these	external	challenges	affect	the	way	CIOs	conduct	the	business	
of IT? How will CIOs overcome internal hurdles and change IT’s value 
contribution?

•	How	can	CIOs	leverage	the	breadth	of	the	IT	experience	into	new	enterprise	
roles? How to change the way CIOs and their staff are perceived as 
contributors in the enterprise?

*Sessions subject to change.
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New  
Industry Content
Get targeted, industry-specific 
IT insight and advice. 

Kick off your Gartner Symposium/ITxpo 2014 
experience an agenda of analyst presentations, 
workshops and analyst-user roundtables that 
explore the challenges, goals and requirements of 
seven different business sectors. It’s an invaluable 
opportunity to connect with other IT professionals 
in your field and be exposed to real-world thought 
leadership and Gartner expertise of special relevance 
to you.

The Industries Track will help CIOs and IT leaders 
respond to how consumer-driven standards and 
the convergence of mobile, cloud, social and digital 
information affect their industries. To succeed, 
organizations require the smarter decisions and 
dramatically more agile performance and partnerships 
made possible through intensely digital enterprises. 
Their leaders must be strategically aligned with industry-
specific contexts and forces. In this track, attendees 
learn to master the analysis, technologies, skills, roles 
and priorities required.

Energy and Utilities

Key	Business	and	Technology	Trends	Shaping	the	E&U	
Sector in 2014

Financial Services

The	Digital	Banking	Capabilities	Landscape

Government

Top 10 Strategic Technology Trends for Smart Government

Session guide
Analyst One-on-One Meetings 
Private	30-minute	consultations	with	a	Gartner	analyst	provide	
targeted, personalized advice to help you plan proactively and 
invest	wisely	(pre-registration	required).

Analyst-User Roundtables 
Moderated by Gartner analysts, roundtables serve as ideal forums 
for exchanging ideas with your peers around a particular issue. 
Seating	is	limited	and	pre-registration	is	required.	(End	users	only)

CIO Program Sessions 
Designed specifically for CIOs, these sessions target key 
challenges and offer ideas and solutions from Gartner analysts.

Contract Negotiation Clinics 
Tailored by vendor and by industry, these popular clinics offer 
Gartner insight and peer best practices to help position you 
well	for	your	next	contract	negotiation	or	renegotiation.	(Pre-
registration	is	required;	end	users	only)

Solution Provider Sessions 
Gain insight on the latest products and services directly from 
vendors through client case studies and real-world examples.

Theater Presentations 
Brief, analyst-led theater presentations on the ITxpo exhibit floor 
focus on a Hype Cycle, Magic Quadrant or MarketScope related 
to the marketplace.

To the Point Sessions 
Gartner analysts provide top concepts, key trends or quick 
overviews of particular topics, in a condensed, 20-minute format.

Track Sessions 
Leveraging	the	latest	Gartner	research,	these	role-based	sessions	
focus on providing real-world information that will help you make 
better decisions and drive results.

Workshops 
Small-scale, interactive, analyst-facilitated workshops drill 
down	on	specific	topics	with	an	actionable	how-to	focus.	(Pre-
registration	is	required;	end	users	only)
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Today’s CIOs face the challenges of an application portfolio that lacks the agility to respond 
to the ever changing demands of an evolvingpopulation. Increased consumer expectations 
and economic pressures become true burdens when faced with a chaotic portfolio that 
has developed through a series of accidental architectures. This track addresses key 
issues such as governance, cost, modernization and mobility and how to plan, strategize 
and architect for their effects on an organization’s application portfolio.

Analyst-User Roundtable

Enterprise	Resource	Planning

Contract Negotiation Clinic

Application Outsourcing

To the Point Session

Estimating	(and	Reducing)	the	Future	
Cost of Application Maintenance

Track Sessions

Negotiating	With	the	Megavendors:	
Microsoft,	IBM,	Oracle	&	SAP

The	10	Habits	of	Highly	Effective	
Application Organizations

The	Social	Workplace:	Rethinking	
Communication and Collaboration in the 
Age of Social Networks

Creating	Practical	SaaS	Strategies

Workshops

Designing Mobile Apps Using Web 
Technologies

Getting Started in Application Strategy

tracks anD sessiOns

Applications

Sessions subject to change. For a list of session types, see page 8

Gene Hall, Chief	Executive	Officer
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tracks anD sessiOns

Business 
Intelligence & 
Information 
Management

Analyst-User Roundtable

Big Data — Do You Have It, and What 
Are You Doing About It?

To the Point Session

Turn Information Into Insight With Social 
and Text Analytics

Track Sessions

Nexus	of	Forces	in	Analytics:	The	Rise	
of	Personal	Analytics

The	Myths	and	Realities	of	Mobile	
Content Management

Top 10 Technology Trends Impacting 
Information Infrastructure

Workshops

Sharepoint	2013	to	Migrate	or	Not?

Big Content — Taming the Unstructured 
Side of Big Data

Information Governance — What’s 
Working and What’s Not

This year, nearly half of all organizations are embarking on big data and 
advanced analytics initiatives, according to Gartner studies. In this track, CIOs 
and IT leaders learn how to tune out the hype while developing solid enterprise 
strategies for leading these efforts — rather than ceding them to individual 
business units. In addition, attendees take away ideas and approaches for how 
organizations in every sector are using information and analytics in innovative 
ways to transform their businesses for improved performance, competitiveness 
and customer service. 

Dave Aron 
VP	and	Gartner	Fellow

Sessions subject to change. For a list of session types, see page 8
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tracks anD sessiOns

Infrastructure 
& Operations

Sessions subject to change. For a list of session types, see page 8

Infrastructure	and	operations	(I&O)	leaders	are	facing	historic	challenges.	Mobile,	cloud,	social	and	
big data technologies are converging, creating an explosion of information access and usage. These 
sessions will help I&O decision makers derive greater value from existing processes and technologies 
and proactively pursue new ones, balance the conflicting demands of mobility for which users want 
freedom of choice, business units want better access to data, users and customers, while management 
demands security, compliance and cost reduction. Security is propelled by the Nexus of Forces and 
supercharged	by	the	evolving	threat.	Risk	and	the	security	methods	to	manage	it	are	built	on	the	ever	
changing circumstances of your enterprise’s technologies, social media, business and threats.

Analyst-User Roundtable

Defend, Insure or Hack Back? 
Strategies to Counter Advanced  
Cyber Attacks

Contract Negotiation Clinic

Software as a Service

Servers and Storage

Scenario

Information Security Five-Year Scenario

To the Point Session

The	Economics	of	BYOD

Track Sessions

Shaping the Future of IT Operations

Cloud	Sourcing	Strategies,	Risks	and	
Best	Practices

Security	and	Risk	Management	2020

Workshop

Using Gartner’s I&O Maturity Model to 
Plan	Improvements

David Cearley
Managing	VP
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aGenDa at a Glance*

Team Send Program
Maximize your event experience by 
attending as a team.
See why hundreds of companies make attending 
as a team a part of their Gartner Symposium/
ITxpo strategy. From the cost-savings benefits to 
managing the breadth of content, Symposium/
ITxpo is an ideal event for leveraging a cross-
functional team, rewarding professionals within 
your organization and fast-tracking new ideas 
and strategies.

Team discount:

5	delegates	for	the	price	of	4

10 delegates for the price of 8

15	delegates	for	the	price	of	12

Additional benefits:

Team meeting with a Gartner analyst

Get the best of Gartner 
symposium/itxpo  
as a sym club member

Sym Club benefits: 

•	Advanced	pre-event	Gartner	Analyst	 
one-on-one booking

•	Complimentary	executive	gift

For more details, visit gartner.com/
technology/symposium/me/alumni.jsp

To qualify for Sym Club membership, you 
must have attended at least one Gartner 
Symposium/ITxpo global event in each of 
the last three consecutive years. If you’ve 
attended for the last two years, you are 
qualified for Sym Club status if you attend in 
2014. To retain Sym Club status, you must 
attend on an annual basis.

* Timings subject to change.  
Please visit Events Navigator for the up to date timings.

tuesday 1 april
07:30	–	18:00 Registration,	Information,	Refreshments

10:00	–	11:30 Royal Host Welcome and Gartner Opening Keynote

11:30	–	12:00 Refreshment	Break	on	ITxpo	show	floor

12:00	–	12:30 Gartner	Track	Sessions,	Analyst-User	Roundtables	 
and Workshops

12:30	–	13:45 Peer-to-Peer	Networking	Lunch	and	Prayer	time

13:45	–	15:00 Gartner	Track	Sessions,	Analyst-User	Roundtables	 
and Workshops

15:00	–	15:45 Solution	Provider	Sessions

15:45	–	16:15 Refreshment	Break	on	ITxpo	Showfloor	and	Prayer	Time

16:15	–	17:15 Signature Series Session

17:15	–	18:30 ITxpo	Networking	Reception

Wednesday 2 april
08:00	–	18:45 Registration,	Information,	Refreshments

09:00	–	10:00 Signature Series Session

10:15	–	10:45 Solution provide sessions

10:45	–	11:30 Refreshment	Break	on	ITxpo	Showfloor

11:30	–	12:30 Gartner	Track	Sessions,	Analyst-User	Roundtables	 
and Workshops

12:30	–	13:45 Peer-to-Peer	Networking	Lunch	and	Prayer	time	

13:45	–	15:00 Gartner	Track	Sessions,	Analyst-User	Roundtables	 
and Workshops

15:00	–	15:30 Solution	Provider	Sessions

15:30	–	16:15 Meet	the	Author	and	Refreshment	break	on	ITxpo	
Showfloor	&	Prayer	time

16:15	–	17:00 Gartner	Track	Sessions,	Analyst-User	Roundtables	 
and Workshops

17:00	–	18:00 Signature Series Session

18:00	–	19:45 Special	Evening	Event

thursday 3 april
09:00	–	10:00 Luminary Guest Keynote — Guy Kawasaki

10:00	–	10:45 Meet	the	Author	and	Refreshment	Break	on	ITxpo	
Showfloor

10:45	–	11:15 Solution provider sessions

11:15	–	12:30 Gartner	Track	Sessions,	Analyst-User	Roundtables	 
and Workshops

12:30	–	13:30 Peer-to-Peer	Networking	Lunch	and	Prayer	time	

13:30	–	15:45 Gartner	Track	Sessions,	Analyst-User	Roundtables	 
and Workshops

15:45	–	16:00 Refreshment	Break	on	ITxpo	Showfloor	and	Prayer	Time

16:00	–	16:30 Closing Keynote and Certificate
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itxpO

immerse yourself in cutting-edge it solutions.
Join more than 25 of the world’s leading solution providers 
on the ITxpo exhibit floor to discuss your strategic goals and 
requirements, test-drive new devices and applications and 
explore the next wave of technology firsthand. 

Gartner Magic Quadrant 
Theaters 
What better way to work ITxpo than 
to arm yourself with the insight of 
relevant Gartner Magic Quadrants? 
Each	of	the	analyst-led	ITxpo	
theater sessions on the exhibit floor 
will focus on a Magic Quadrant or 
MarketScope related to one or more 
of the ITxpo marketplaces.

ITxpo Theaters:  
Immersion Learning 
Attend sessions at the ITxpo 
theaters for fast-paced presentations 
on product announcements, case 
studies, road maps and product 
visions. 

Solution Provider Sessions
These	valuable	30-minute	and	
45-minute	sessions	feature	some	
of the market’s most fascinating 
solutions, with real-life stories 
about those who have deployed 
them successfully, including their 
strategies, challenges and results.

Samsung Learing Lab
Samsung is excited to present to 
attendees at this year’s Gartner 
Symposium/ITxpo.	Learn	how	
Samsung’s enterprise mobility 
solutions will help enterprises meet 
the challenges of the new mobile era 
to increase workforce productivity 
and enhance IT security in the 
business environment.

Face-to-Face Sponsor 
Meetings
Confer privately with our sponsors 
in	a	30-minute	prearranged	meeting	
that will advance your projects and 
relationships, wherever you are in the 
buying	cycle.	Pre-event	appointments	
can	be	scheduled	via	Gartner	Events	
Navigator.

Emerging Technologies 
Pavilion
Some of the most intriguing and  
up-and-coming providers in 
enterprise IT are housed at the ITxpo 
Emerging	Technologies	Pavilion.	A	
hub of innovation and activity, the 
pavilion includes demonstrations 
and theater sessions highlighting the 
innovation from these providers, and 
why they may be the major providers 
of tomorrow.

Networking Receptions
Connect with colleagues in similar 
roles facing similar challenges, 
and interact at several networking 
receptions on the ITxpo show floor 
designed to build relationships and 
facilitate the meaningful exchange of 
ideas and information.

Premier Sponsors

Platinum Sponsors

Silver Sponsors

Emerging Technologies

Interested in sponsoring?

Reach the most focused and 
informed senior executives in IT.  
Become a sponsor. 

Contact	Mudassir	Ehsan 
Mudassir.Ehsan@gartner.com 
01197143913204 
971	505582924
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WeBsite

Gartner Events Navigator — 
The ultimate tool for planning each day!
Use	Gartner	Events	Navigator	to	help	you	organize,	view	
and custom-create an agenda based on the following 
criteria:

•	Date	and	time

•	Track

•	Analyst/Speaker	profi	les

•	Session	Descriptions

•	Session	Types

•	Key	Initiatives

•	Vertical	Industries

You	can	also	use	Gartner	Events	Navigator	to:

•	Book	your	Gartner	Analyst	One-on-One	Meetings

•	Reserve	your	place	at	a	Analyst-User	Roundtable,	
Workshop or Contract Negotiation Clinic

•	Arrange	meetings	on-site	with	exhibitors	and	peers

Or, download the Gartner Events Navigator 
mobile app

 
Manage your agenda on the go, using your 
mobile device. This app — compatible with 
iPhone,	BlackBerry	and	Android	devices	—	
has	all	the	same	Gartner	Events	Navigator	

features	mentioned	above.	Plus,	you	can	send	and	
receive messages to attendees, access all social media 
channels, participate in session polling and view event 
announcements.

Justifi cation Toolkit
Demonstrate the value of your event attendance with materials 
that include a customizable letter, cost-benefi t analysis, cost 
optimization highlights, top reasons to attend and more.

Media Center page
View videos from last year’s event along with an analyst 
video of what will be covered this year. This page also 
features Twitter feeds and analyst blogs in addition to press 
releases on what will be happening at the event. 

gartner.com/me/symposium

What’s on the Gartner 
Symposium/ITxpo 2014 website?

With thanks to our 
Media Partner

Most popular attendee features 
(open to all attendees):

Gartner analyst one-on-one meetings
Consult	privately	in	up	to	three	30-minute	meetings	
with a Gartner analyst and get objective, personalized 
guidance to plan proactively and invest wisely.

Gartner analyst-user roundtables and workshops
These intimate sessions, facilitated by a Gartner 
analyst, are ideal for reviewing your specifi c project 
questions. 

>		Reserve	your	session	online	using	
Gartner	Events	Navigator
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reGistratiOn

Web: gartner.com/me/symposium

Email: emea.registration@gartner.com

Phone: +44	20	8879	2430

Early-bird price: $3,595	exc.	VAT
(applies if payment is received by 31 January 2014)

Standard price: $4,095	exc.	VAT

Public Sector price: $3,095	exc.	VAT

Gartner event tickets
We accept one Symposium/ITxpo ticket, two summit tickets or one summit 
ticket plus cash towards one Symposium/ITxpo registration. If you are a client 
with questions about tickets, please contact your account manager or email 
emea.events@gartner.com

For our full cancellation, substitution and team send policy — please visit gartner.com/me/symposium 

Registration EARLY BIRD
Register before 
31 January 2014
and SAVE $500

Venue
Mina A’Salam Convention Center, 

Madinat Jumeirah Hotel, Dubai, U.A.E.

What does your registration include?
The registration fee covers:

•	Conference	attendance

•	Symposium	On	Demand	access

•	Documentation

•	Lunch	(Tuesday	through	Thursday)

•	ITxpo	receptions

•	Post-event	summary	report

Gartner Executive Programs members
Take	advantage	of	the	complimentary	attendance*	included	in	your	Executive	
Programs	membership.	Contact	your	Gartner	executive	client	manager	to	
register	for	Gartner	Symposium/ITxpo	in	Dubai,	UAE.
*Complimentary	attendance	and	related	additional	benefi	ts	are	for	Executive	Programs	members	only.	Should	
you	have	any	questions	regarding	eligibility,	please	contact	your	Executive	Programs	service	delivery	team.	
Complimentary attendance is not transferable, and no substitutions are allowed. Complimentary attendance 
includes the full conference fee only and does not include any travel-related expenses.

Attendee action items

Make the most of your Gartner Symposium/

ITxpo 2014 experience with these important 

action steps you can get started on right away.

1. If you are a CIO, confi rm your eligibility 

to	attend	the	exclusive	CIO	Program	and	

reserve your place right away (you will 

prompted	to	apply	during	registration).

See	pages	6	&	7	for	program	details

2. Register	as	a	team	for	full	content	

coverage and strategic alignment. 

See page 12 for details.

3. Build your agenda by selecting sessions 

that meet your interests and needs.

4. Reserve	in	advance	as	many	as	two	of	

three available analyst one-on-ones, your 

chance to consult privately on any topic of 

your choice. (Teams are also eligible for an 

analyst	team	meeting)*

5. Sign up for analyst-user roundtables 

and topic-based workshops, a valuable 

opportunity to collaborate and to solve 

problems.*

6. Review	your	accommodation	options	and	

secure a hotel room, keeping in mind that 

hotels book up quickly.

*These sessions require earlier sign-up. Register now 

to maximize your agenda and on-site experience.



são paulo, 
Brazil
28	–	30	
October

Follow and connect with us on:

 
Gartner Symposium/ITxpo

    
#GartnerSYM

    
facebook.com/Gartner

GARTNeR SYMPOSIUM/ITXPO 2014 wORLDwIDe Visit	gartner.com/symposium	for	more	details

The World’s Most 
Important Gathering 
of CIOs and Senior 
IT Executives

Premier Sponsors

For a complete listing of sponsors, go to page 13

1 – 3 April | Dubai, UAE
gartner.com/me/symposium
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Register before 
31 January 2014 
and SAVE $500

Dubai, 
Uae
1	–	3	
April

tokyo, Japan
27	–	29	
October

cape town, 
south africa
10	–	12	
September

Gold coast, 
australia
17	–	20	
November

Orlando, 
Florida
5	–	9	October

Goa, 
india
14	–	17	
October

Barcelona, 
spain
9	–	13	
November

Have you attended the last 
Gartner Symposium/ITxpo and 
CIO & IT Executive Summit that 
took place in Dubai? If so you are 
eligible for Sym Club Benefi ts. 


